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Changing Classrooms strives to provide strategies that will increase academic success and make learning meaningful
for students. Currently sessions are focused on classroom management, general teaching strategies, and elementary
mathematics instruction.

February 07, by Michelle Manno All students are familiar with homework, but not all students approach it as a
fun or particularly engaging part of their education. Oftentimes, the end of class coincides with a mad dash to
answer homework questions before the bell rings as struggling students slip through the cracks and pass their
incomplete homework forward. But now a new model of teaching called flipped learning is beginning to take
hold in schools across America and change classroom instruction, according to a recent article by Christina
Hoag in the Associated Press. Flipped learning is a model of teaching that swaps the time when teachers
traditionally give lectures and the time when students traditionally do homework. With this model, students
watch a video lecture instead of their homework, then, when they come to class, they spend that time
completing assignments, taking quizzes and participating in small groups. Meanwhile, the teacher is free to
help students who are having trouble. Success Stories Many teachers are finding this creates time for more
creative applications of lessons, so students can strengthen their understanding. In the Associated Press article,
teacher Crystal Kirch talks about the changes she has seen in her own classroom since adopting the flip model
two years ago: My grade went from a D to an A. The videos often consist of the teacher making notes as they
explain the concept to the camera. Students can then access the video and watch current or past lessons on
their home computers. One school that has seen drastic improvements from the flipping model is Clintondale
High School in a suburb of Detroit. Principal Greg Green sought change as the school suffered from high
failure rates and numerous disciplinary incidents. After one year of flipped classes, the freshman failure rate
dropped 33 percent. Other improvements included a 66 percent drop in disciplinary incidents and an increase
in student attendance and scores. Ultimately, even the parents were happier, with parent complaints dropping
from to seven. Concerns While the flipped learning model has many positive benefits, it does raise some
concerns. It requires more work from the teacher, with educators pointing out that it takes extra time to make
the videos and prepare projects for class time. What works is reasonably sized classes with a lot of debate,
interaction and discussion. Still, more and more schools are embracing this new model. Mostly popular in high
schools, flipped learning is also changing the landscape in elementary schools as well.
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Many teachers in my building, including me, are changing classrooms and grade levels this last week of school in
preparation for the new year. I've watched as supplies have been sorted and transported, some more effortlessly than
others, and I've amassed a few tips from the most successful transitions.

Many K schools have successfully created blended learning environments by utilizing the Canvas learning
management system. The majority of students and teachers use apps in a blended learning environment, rather
than a browser. These high usability ratings are important because teachers face the challenge of adapting their
teaching habits to the online world for effective blended learning. Even the most cutting-edge, modern tool is
pointless if nobody uses it. During summer , K teachers using Canvas reported their top three reasons for
incorporating mobile devices in the classroom. We grouped a sample of Canvas K schools according to their
preferred devices. The analysis found four predominant devices being used: For example, iPad schools
incorporate more assignments and discussions, whereas Windows schools favor conversations, pages, and
quizzes. You might think an LMS is primarily for flipped classrooms or learning outside of school, but the
majority of usage still happens during school in face-to-face classrooms. Teachers are successfully using
mobile technology inside their physical classrooms, citing the freedom it gives them to move around and
individualize instruction for students. With students, Canvas usage is primarily at school, with Teachers also
showed a similar pattern, with So how do you begin using blended learning in your classroom with mobile
devices? Here are five steps to help get you on your way to a more effective classroom experience. Survey
respondents reported that intuitive technology was an important factor in ensuring the success of a mobile
blending initiative. Instead, focus on using technology to save time and increase participation, or make a
proven classroom practice easier or more participatory for all students. We found a strong correlation between
a supportive school environment and teachers who successfully adjust their instruction. The best tools for
blending give students their own space to work and collaborate. With phones and tablets, you can easily record
videos whenever and wherever you want, making flipping easier to try. View the infographic to find out more
about how technology is changing the classroom.
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What impact does the classroom envi - ronment have on overall class behavior and learning? Many teachers face dis ruptive behavior in their classrooms.

I started school in , and by the time we were in third grade we were introduced to writing cursive using an ink
pen. Initially these were the pens with long tapered wooden handles with replaceable pen tips or nibs, but by
sixth grade we were expected to use fountain pens because they were less messy. I remember filling carefully
my pen by maneuvering a lever on its side that compressed a rubber bladder inside to draw ink from the
inkwell on its release. I was also given the responsibility of refilling the inkwells each day or every other day.
We used huge bottles of Quink perhaps a liter , and they had to be manipulated in just the right way to fill
three quarters , but not overfill the inkwell. My recollection is that this was a permanent ink that could not be
removed from my clothing. Once I dropped the entire bottle on the floor, leading to a large spill. That required
initially placing newsprint and paper tissues to soak up most of it, followed by a mopping and scrubbing with
water and suds. Still, a shadow of the ink remained, and the teacher reminded me periodically that I needed to
be careful not to further damage her floor. Towards the end of high school some very expensive ballpoint pens
began to replace the ink pens, and we were no longer expected to use the ink paraphernalia. But, the old desks
last for a long time. Even in the late fifties I was in college , I visited my old high school and found that all of
the student desks still had inkwells. Students wondered what they were for. I also have a memory of a later
technology that, like the inkwell, became obsolescent. LGI The amphitheater-shaped room with half-circular
rows looked down on a small stage with a lectern, a massive pull-down screen, and 2 large monitors
suspended from the ceiling. Administrators had designed the room for professors to enhance the delivery of
lectures. For lectures, the student responder came into play. The lecturer was then able to adjust the pace and
content of the lecture to this advanced interactive technology, circa , that linked students to teacher. By when I
came to Stanford as a graduate student, the LGI was being used as a large lecture hall for classes from other
departments. The now-disconnected keypads were toys that bored students played with during lectures. The
pull-down screen was used for overheads and occasional films. The fixed position cameras purchased in the
late s were already beyond repair and obsolete. In the LGI, none of the original equipment or technology
except the sound system and simultaneous translation was used by either students or professors. The student
responders, however, were still there.
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Changing Classrooms with Flipped Learning February 07, by Michelle Manno All students are familiar with homework,
but not all students approach it as a fun or particularly engaging part of their education.

By Meghan Everette Grades PreKâ€”K, 1â€”2, 3â€”5, 6â€”8, 9â€”12 One of the best â€” and hardest â€”
parts of teaching is that each new school year brings a wave of new students along with new challenges. Many
teachers in my building, including me, are changing classrooms and grade levels this last week of school in
preparation for the new year. If you follow these tricks while you clean your room and if you do a little
low-keyed planning over the summer, you can make changes exciting rather than daunting. Organize Keeping
your room organized is always a good idea. I like to have different sections in my room dedicated to one
subject. For example, one closet holds nothing but math manipulatives, teacher materials, games, and texts.
Another is dedicated to reading, and another to science. Everything is grouped so it is easy to find. This not
only helps me during the year, but when a classroom change happens, I can quickly sort materials that need to
stay or go. My filing cabinets are arranged by subject. One drawer holds all of the unique files, while another
holds extra copies and sets that are reused each year. The incoming teacher will likely want to rearrange, but at
least she can find all of the tools in one place. Think of it like you do your clothes closet: Sure, some items
have to stay and some are worth saving, but toss the junk. Label Any time you get new supplies or materials,
label them. Your school might already have a system for tagging materials that belong to your room, but if
not, create one. My system is that everything that belongs to my room is labeled with my room number.
Everything belonging to me has my name on it. I printed my name on several hundred file-folder labels some
years ago, and those labels make it easy to see my name in bold print at a glance. Plus, the incoming teacher
was able to send anything with my name to me, and she knew what school-owned materials were important to
keep. Know what they are! Some schools will allow you to move materials within the building, but others will
not. Purchases made with allocation money typically stay with the school, but can transfer classrooms. If a
purchase has been made for your particular grade, it is common to leave it with that grade level e. Knowing
the rules is more than using good manners to ease the way for the next teacher; it can be a legal issue. When in
doubt, leave it behind. Take a Dip Moving grade levels or even schools? Make a Pinterest page for your new
grade or sign up for one or two curriculum workshops. The important part is to be excited and know your
standards. A great place to start is to look over your objectives and pacing guides. Then just let your mind
soak it in for the summer. You can brainstorm ideas, grab a few supplies, or make some loose plans. But
driving yourself nuts with the unknown will not make you rested and recharged, which is what you need to be
come September! Watch Those Toes When it comes to changing classrooms, the last thing you want to do is
step on toes. You never know the emotions another teacher might be feeling about leaving his classroom, even
if it was his decision. Tread lightly when moving in and moving out. Offer to lend a hand to teachers who
seem overwhelmed. And above all, smile! You are doing the greatest job on earth! What are your tips for an
easy transition when changing classrooms and grades? Leave your tips and tales for others!
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This website uses cookies. A cookie is a small piece of code that gives your computer a unique identity, but it does not
contain any information that allows us to identify you personally.

A Thing of the Past Do you remember the history or science fair presentation boards that we created? Glogster
is a platform where students can create a multimedia "glog" or poster to demonstrate what they know and
understand about a topic. A computer, tablet computer can keep all of those files and handouts in neat folders.
Interactive Textbooks The way that we think of textbooks is completely changing. It is no longer limited to
merely text and pictures. Students text one another instead. Disappearance of the Chalk Board Much attention
has been placed on interactive gaming as a powerful platform for student learning. Every day, new programs
and web-based tools are teaching our students content that was once paper or chalkboard based. Assistive
Tech for Better Communication Voice recognition software has improved greatly in the past few years and is
more accessible. Children with special needs and limited English proficiency are able to more effective
communicate in language based contexts. A Game Changer iPads are such adaptable and powerful tools for
teaching and learning. There are so many applications but I think the most powerful and exciting aspect is the
enhancement of learning experiences for students with special needs, particularly those on the autism
spectrum. Extended Classroom Communities Technology facilitates our ability to extend classroom
community by using web-based platforms like Edmodo. Teachers and students can use this platform to discuss
homework, post assignments, and interact with peers as they work on projects. Rise of Web-Based Research
We still use libraries, but so much of our research and learning is now more web-based. What used to take
hours in the library to find, we find instantaneously. As a result, we need to sort through huge amounts of
information efficiently. We know how to get and use information. I would argue that because it takes less time
to find information, we spend more time digesting, thinking, and learning about new information. Technology
facilitates our ability to meet the needs of all kinds of learners.
6: Design and technology: changing classrooms | ArchitectureAU
Changing a classroom's layout, re-arranging furniture or using it differently, creating places within spaces and utilising
the outside can.

7: How Mobile Apps Are Changing Classrooms and Education | HuffPost
Close interaction between design and technology is seeing classrooms evolve into dynamic learning spaces via the
virtual world. Face-to-face teaching doesn't have to mean you're in the same room anymore, or even in the same city.
With the right technology and a flexibility of space, teachers are.

8: Anmelden â€“ Google Konten
Change the Classroom.

9: Top 12 Ways Technology Changed Learning | TeachHUB
Classroom furniture trends also emphasize flexibility and the ability to rearrange classrooms. Using mobile furniture is
crucial for creating multipurpose classrooms, so many schools have acquired lightweight furniture that can be moved
smoothly throughout a classroom.
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